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Abstract. The purpose of this study was to design a hydrofoil which would improve boat performance 
through enhanced resistance reduction. Commercial CFD code STARCCM+ was used to solve the 
Unsteady Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes Equations  for the flow around the boat. Uncertainity 
study is conducted in order to obtain an effective and reliable numerical calculation method. The 
method was then validated by direct comparison of the numerical data at different speeds with the 
test data of USV01 planing boats. Accordingly, twelve hydrofoil design cases were considered, and 
their resistance reduction performance at 8m/s was predicted and compared with each other through 
the numerical calculation method. Effects of hydrofoil parameters such as longitudinal installation 
position, span, attack angle, installation height on the resistance reduction performance were 
investigated. One of 12 cases was chosen to investigate the resistance reduction effect of hydrofoil at 
different speeds. The results show that the hydrofoil, with proper installation position and design 
parameters, has a significant resistance reduction effect. At 8m/s, the hydrofoil designed in this paper 
can reduce boat reisistance by up to 30.74%.To analyze the principle of hydrofoil, the flow field 
around hull and hydrofoil was numerically simulated and studied. 

Key words: planing boat; CFD; resistance performance; Hydrofoil resistance reduction; sailing 
attitude; overset grid 

1. Introduction

As a high-performance vessel, the planing boat has a wide range of application such as boat racing, 
recreation, military operations, transportation among others. Hence, research on the planing boat has 
been developing continuously for many years. In the earlier studies, the design and hydrodynamic 
performance prediction of planing boat was carried out on the basis of model tests. Savitsky, Clement 
and Blount carried out the most famous and representative models tests.  

Daniel Savitsky (1964) conducted a research for about 40 years on the hydrodynamics of planing 
surfaces through a series of flat plates and prismatic surface model tests. Based on the research, the 
first practical method of determining; the lift, resistance and the dynamic equilibrium of planing hulls, 
with reasonable precision, was proposed. Clement and Blount (1963) performed extensive models 
tests to obtain the resistance of the series 62 and 65 models with a range of deadrise angles. The-
presented experimental data on these planing hulls became a valuable database for subsequent studies. 
Afterwards, many model test experiments were conducted. Yousefi et al. (2013) contributed major 
experimental investigations on planing hulls and a summary of results obtained is widely cited. 
Recently, various researches have been carried out through model tests.  

Although experiments are the most reliable and widely accepted means for modeling the flows around 
planing hulls, they are expensive and time consuming. Furthermore, the data obtained is only valid 
for a limited set of conditions. Please note that in order to meet the design specifications requirement, 
a series of model tests are required. This highlights a further drawback in the form of the lengthy 

design cycle of the new planing boats. The inherent limitations of analytical and experimental 
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techniques have motivated the researchers to use computational fluid dynamics (CFD) methods to 
study planing hulls in recent years. 
 
In general, there are many computational approaches for hydrodynamic analysis of planing hulls. 
These methods are broadly classified as potential theory method and viscous flow theory method. 
Potential theory method involve solution of transport equations for invicid flow. On the other hand, 
in viscous flow method, the flow is modelled by the Navier Stokes equation. Navier Stokes equation 
are a set of differential equations, solved by numerical discretization.  According to Yousefi et al. 
(2013) numerical methods are grouped into four types namely; Boundary Element Method, Finite 
Volume Method, Finite Difference Method and Finite Element method. Among them, Finite Volume 
Method is the dominant method for planing hulls and is more popular. H. Ghassemi et al. (2008), 
A.R. Kohansal et al. (2010) and K.I. Matveev (2014, 2015) implemented potential theory to solve the 
inviscid flow around the planing hull and obtained faster results. S.M. Mousaviraad (2015), P. Lotfi 
(2015) and S.T.G. Veysi (2015) used Unsteady Reynolds-Averaged Navier Stokes Equations 
(URANS) to solve the viscous and transient flow. Viscous methods have been found to be more 
accurate and reliable though they consume considerably amount of time.  
 
The recent past has witnessed continued development in computational techniques and improvement 
of commercial CFD software reliability in recent years, CFD. As a result, there has been a wide 
application of commercial CFD software. (Brizzolara and Serra, 2011; Jahanbakhsh et al., 2009; Seif 
et al., 2009; Senocak and Iaccarino, 2005). Yi Jiang et al. (2017) used the Finite Volume Method 
(FVM) based software CFX to simulate the tunnel flow and the forward motion of planing trimaran 
in calm water. H.K. Moghadam et al. (2015) numerically simulated the forward motion for a series 
of tunneled planing hulls with different tunnel aperture using FLUENT. Their results showed that the 
small tunnel aperture could achieve more resistance reduction at high Froude numbers. Based on 
CFD, Hosseini A. (2020) carried out performance prediction of a planing hull in a calm-water 
condition. The aim was to evaluate similarities and differences between results by different CFD 
models. They recommend combination of the morphing and DES models during CFD modeling of a 
planing hull at high-speeds. Tavakoli S et al. (2020) used different approaches to investigate the 
unsteady planning motion in waves. The study was conducted through towing tank tests, CFD, and 
the 2D + t model. The analysis shows that all motions can be nonlinear despite the fact that CFD and 
2D + t model may predict weaker nonlinear behavior at higher speed. 
 
Agostino De Marco et al. (2017) performed numerical hydrodynamic analysis of a stepped planing 
hull using the k-ω shear stress transport (SST) turbulence model. Lotfi et al. (2015) used an unsteady 
RANS solver (ANSYS-CFX) based on a Volume of Fluid (VoF) approach to examine the 
characteristics and performance of a planing hull having one transverse step. Niazmand bilandi et al. 
(2020,2021) proposed a numerical method based on 2D+T theory for performance prediction of 
heeled double-stepped planing hull. They also used a CFD model to simulate the unsteady motion of 
the double-stepped boats in waves. It is evident that CFD has become a fundamental tool for 
hydrodynamic investigations. This is attributed to its ability to perform detailed analysis and to reduce 
the number of costly towing tank tests. Nevertheless, the results of hydrodynamic experiment are 
always necessary alongside and are required during validation of numerical results. 
 
From literature, the primary objective of researchers on planning hull is to reduce the resistance and 
enhance the stability and sea-keeping performance. It is obvious that many effective methods to 
improve the performance of planing hulls have been implemented. For instance, appendages similar 
to spray rails have been applied to planing hulls to reduce trim and resistance, and increase 
longitudinal and transverse stability (Yousefetal, 2013; Larsson et al., 2014). According to findings 
by Clement (1964), the optimal location of spray rails varies with the hull geometry whereas the flow 
stagnation lines varies with spray location. S. Bal (2003, 2007) studied the influence of high-speed, 
surface-piercing hydrofoils on the performance of planing hull. Lee et al. (2005) tried to improve the 
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resistance performance of high-speed vessels by appendage for 50 knots class planing hull form. 
Stepped hull configuration was used to reduce the resistance of planing hull (Agostino De Marco et 
al., 2017; D. Savitsky et al., 2010; K.I. Matveev, 2012; P. Lotfi, M et al., 2015).  
 
Migeotte G et al. (1997) selected the suitable foil assist systems for the semi-displacement hulls. The 
results presented showed that the hydrofoil assistance was advantageous on catamarans performance. 
Chi Yunpeng et al. (1995,1996) conducted a study on resistance and seakeeping of high-speed 
channel craft with hydrofoils. The study involved a series of experiments of channel craft with 
hydrofoils and stern wave suppression plate. The average resistance reduction of about 16% was 
achieved compared to the conventional channel craft. Sclavounos et al. (2014) studied the influence 
of bow hydrofoil on the hydrodynamic performance of ship. They also considered the effect of the 
hydrofoil parameters and working conditions on drag reduction. Budiyanto M A. (2019,2020) 
investigated the application of stern foil on a patrol boat and a multi-chine hull through experiment 
and numerical methods. They were able to select the suitable position and foil shape. They found out 
that the stern foil and multi-chine hull could achieve up to 26.705% and 41.2% resistance reduction 
respectively. Azis D N et al. (2019) recorded about 61.5 % reduction of the catamaran’s effective 
Horsepower (EHP) when two hydrofoils were installed at the bottom of catamaran. Haekal Dwiputera 
et al. (2020) studied the resistance reduction performance of the stern hydrofoil at different angles of 
attack. They found that when the Froude number was in the range of 0.5-0.75, a specific stern 
hydrofoil effectively reduced the resistance by 9%-26%. Hou Hongbo et al. (2020) through model 
tests studied a hydrofoil installed behind the stern. Compared with no hydrofoil, the total drag 
coefficient dropped by 6.4%. In the wave experiment, the hydrofoil greatly improved the seakeeping 
of the model. Ismail I N et al. (2020) compared the resistance reduction effects of different types of 
hydrofoils. It was noted that the type and shape of hydrofoils have a great influence on ship resistance. 
The rectangular fully submerged hydrofoil gave the highest resistance reduction of up to 17.82%. 
 
In this work, a CFD approach is used to investigate the resistance reduction effect of the hydrofoil on 
planing boat. Grid convergence study was carried in order to obtain a reliable and verifiable numerical 
prediction method. Based on the USV01 planing model test data, the numerical calculation method 
was further validated. A new hydrofoil model of planing boat was proposed followed by parametric 
optimization. Firstly, the influence of hydrofoil longitudinal position on planing boat resistance 
reduction was studied. Then, based on the selected hydrofoil installation position, the effects of span, 
angle of attack and installation height on the hydrodynamic of the planing boat were investigated. 
Please note that all numerical simulations were performed for a planing hull appended with fixed 
hydrofoil in calm water.  

2. Governing equations and Turbulence model 

2.1 Governing equations  

The fluid is assumed to be viscous and incompressible. Under isothermal conditions, conservation of 
mass and momentum conservation equations of unsteady incompressible viscous flow can be 
expressed as: 

( ) 0dV sdV U U n dS
t

ρ ρ
→ → →∂

+ − ⋅ =∫ ∫
∂

                                                                                                     (1) 

( ) ( )di i ij j i iV s S VU dV U U U n dS I pI n dS g dV
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ρ ρ τ ρ
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+ − ⋅ = − ⋅ +∫ ∫ ∫ ∫
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                                                  (2) 

 
 

Where; t is time, ρ  is density, V is control volume bounded by the closed surface S moving at the 

velocity dU
→

 with a unit normal vector n
→

 directed outward. U
→

 and p represent the velocity and 
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pressure fields respectively, ijτ and ig  are the components of the viscous stress tensor and the gravity 
vector, iU is the components of the velocity on ix axis, iI and jI  are direction vectors. 
Nichols and Hirt (1981) proposed VOF method for solving the two-phase flow. The basic principle 
of VOF method is to calculate the volume ratio function F between a fluid and the grid in the grid 
element in order to determine the interface of two-phase flow. The function F satisfies the following 
differential equation: 

0F F F Fu v w
t x y z

∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
+ + + =

∂ ∂ ∂ ∂
                                                                                                             (3) 

where u, v and w are the velocity components. 
In this research, the motion equations of force and moment equilibrium were adopted in solving for 
the two degree of freedom motion (pitch and heave) of the planing boat in calm water as follows: 
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Where X


 and θ


  are the linear and angular displacement respectively. I is the inertia mass matrix of 
the hull around the gravity center. 

2.2 Turbulence model 

The SST k-ω turbulence model is widely applied in the planing boat hydrodynamic performance 
prediction (Wang et al., 2014; Jiang et al., 2017; Marco et al., 2017; Agostino De Marco et al. ,2017).  
Here the viscous flows are typically resolved and turbulence models are applied throughout the 
boundary layer. Similar to the standard k-omega model, the transport equations for k and ω are 
slightly modified as follows (David C. Wilcox, 1994, 2008). 

( ) t
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µρ µ
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  ∂ ∂
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                                                                                 (5) 
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                                                                      (6) 

where kG  represents the generation of turbulent kinetic energy that arises due to mean velocity 
gradients, Gω is generation of ω, and Yk and Yω represent the dissipation of k and ω due to turbulence. 

kα and ωα  are the turbulent Prandtl numbers for k and ω respectively, and Sk and Sω are source terms 
defined by the user. Dω is the cross diffusion term. 
 
The turbulent (or eddy) viscosity tµ is computed by  
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Where S is the strain rate magnitude and *α  is the damping coefficient. Unlike the standard model, 
SST k-ω incorporates the blending functions F1 and F2 into the Prandtl numbers to ensure that the 
model equations behave appropriately in both near wall and far field zones. 
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4 2
1 1 2 2tanh( ) tanh( )F F= Φ = Φ                                                                                             (9) 

The cross diffusion term Dω, defined in equation 10, blends the standard k-epsilon model and the 
standard k-omega model.  

1
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(10) 
The constants specific to the SST k-omega model are defined as: ,1 2.0,ωσ = ,2 1.168ωσ = , ,1 1.176,kσ =

,2 1.0,kσ = 1 0.31α = . 

3. Numerical calculation method  

This section presents a numerical calculation method for the hydrodynamic performance prediction 
of the planing boat. An implicit unsteady solver with SST k-omega turbulence model was used to 
solve the unsteady Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes (uRANS) equations. The Volume of Fluid 
(VOF) approach was adopted in order to track the free surface boundary. The Dynamic Fluid Body 
Interaction (DFBI) was used to model the pitch and heave motions. The DFBI model allows the 
RANS solver to evaluate the force and moments on the hull and to solve the governing equations of 
body motion in order to relocate the body. CFD code STAR-CCM+ was used for grid generation and 
computations. 

3.1 Prismatic planing boat model, computational domain and boundary condition 

Daniel Savitsky (1951, 1964) published a series of flat plates and prismatic planing boat models tests 
that gave rise to the first practical method of determining; the lift, resistance and the dynamic 
equilibrium of planing hulls. Since then, this models and methods have become widely applied in the 
field. For comparison purposes, this paper also selected one of the prismatic planing boat models. 
The model length (L) was 0.762m, width (B) was 0.127m, depth (D) was 0.152m, and the boat’s 
slope angle was 20°. The model was generated and the experimental data obtained from literature. 
The three views of the model are shown in Fig. 1. 

 

 
Fig. 1.  Prismatic planing boat model 

 
Accoding to, Agostino De Marco et al. (2017) suggested that the boundaries should be placed far 
enough from the ship hull in order to avoid the well-known problem of wave reflection. In addition 
to these recommendations, the dimensions of the background region were chosen to ensure 
compliance with the ITTC’s CFD recommendations (2011). It is important to note that in the ship’s 
hydrodynamics field, no defined recommendations in terms of domain dimensions are available for 
the overset region. 
The numerical calculation boundary conditions were set as follows. The surface of the boat was set 
as the no-slip wall boundary. The two faces were perpendicular to the direction of navigation: the one 
on the bow direction was set to the velocity inlet, and the other one on the stern direction was the 
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pressure outlet. Due to symmetry of the hull, the flow around the ship hull was assumed symmetrical 
with respect to the center plane. This is a typical boundary condition used in the CFD resistance test 
simulations, as indicated in the ITTC guide lines (2011). The effects of this assumption are negligible 
in terms of simulation results, as indicated in many works. This is also a reasonable assumption that 
leads to significant reduction in terms of computational time. 

 

 

Fig. 2. The dimensions of the computational domain and the boundary conditions. 

The numerical calculation boundary conditions were set as follows. The boat surface was set as the 
no-slip wall boundary. A velocity inlet condition was set on the upstream, bottom, top and side faces.  
A pressure outlet condition was set on the downstream plane. A symmetry plane condition was 
imposed on the longitudinal surface through the boat centerline.  
 
Unsteady RANS simulations were performed on model speeds of 6.096m/s with the volume Froude 
numbers Fr▽=4.54. The model was in a planing state, with a 6-degree trim angle, a length of soaked 
keel of 0.4686 m, a wetting length of 0.3302 m at the angle line, and the resistance of test value was 
7.495 N.  

 

3.2 Overset grid setup 

Overset grid is useful when dealing with moving bodies involving fluid-structure interaction. With 
this grid implementation, mesh modification or deformation is not necessary providing great 
flexibility over the standard meshing techniques. Conservation of cell quality, which is typically 
considered at each time step is not an issue in overset grids. This also overcomes one of the drawbacks 
of deforming grids, when there are large body motions. In overset grid problems, a minimum of two 
regions is required: the background region enclosing the entire computational domain and a smaller 
region (overset) which contains the moving body. An overset interface is applied between the 
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background region and the overset region. At the interface, cells are grouped into active and inactive 
cells. Transport equations are only solved for active cells while inactive cells are not considered. 
Acceptor cells separating active and passive cells in the background region lie between the two 
regions which is used to couple solutions on the two over-lapping grids. Information passes from the 
active cells of one mesh to the active cells of the other through the acceptor cells. Acceptor cells 
accept values from the other region via interpolation of donor cell values (STAR-CCM+ User Guide). 
In order to ensure the accuracy of interpolation, the grid size should be kept in the same in the grid 
overlap area of the background region and the overset region. Overset meshing allows a planing boat 
to move freely throughout the computational domain without being artificially constrained by the 
mesh.  

 
In this paper, the right-angle cutting grid was used to divide the computational domain grid. The right-
angle grid cutting is able to adapt to the complex surface shape of the planing boat and obtain high 
computational efficiency and accuracy. On the surface of the boat, a body-fitting boundary layer mesh 
was used.  
 
In order to determine the computational domain meshing scheme which was acceptable for both 
computational accuracy and computational efficiency, the present work used three sets of grids to 
examine different meshing schemes. It should be noted that, the refinement of the grids mainly 
focuses on the free liquid surface of the planing boat, the planning boat surface grid and the boundary 
surface of the calculation domain. In order to ensure that the VOF accurately captures the free surface, 
the mesh was refined with the aid of volumetric controls together with anisotropic refinement scheme. 
This scheme ensured that the mesh refinement size in Z direction is much smaller than that in X and 
Y directions. Uniform grid refinement ratio 𝑟𝑟𝐺𝐺 =√2  was chosen. The grid was systematically 
coarsened from fine to medium to coarse as illustrated in Fig. 3. Table 1 presents the summary of the 
obtained grids.  
Table 1. 
 Number of cells for three grids 

Grid scheme The First set
（refined） 

The Second 
set 

（refined） 

The Third set 
（coarse） 

Number of grids 
(Ten thousand) 68.5 58.3 5.8 

 
(a)The First set of the mesh                                      (b)The second set of the mesh 
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(c)The third set of the mesh 

 Fig. 3. Mesh of computing domain  

3.3 Uncertainty analysis of numerical methods  

The comparison between the calculated resistance values and the experimental values was shown in 
Table 2.  
 
Table 2.  
Comparison of calculated results of resistance using different meshing strategies 

Grid scheme 1 2 3 
Calculated resistance(N) 7.979 8.201 8.698 

Tested resistance(N) 7.495 7.495 7.495 
Deviation（%） 6.457 9.419 16.051 

 

The above three grids correspond to fine encryption grid, medium encryption grid and coarse 

grid respectively. Taking the resistance results of three kinds of grid as an example, the uncertainty 

of setting of grid is analyzed. The numerical solutions of three kinds of meshes correspond to S1, S2, 

S3 respectively.   

The numerical solution difference between the three grids is: 

21 2 1 32 3 2= 0.22 , = 0.497S S N S S Nε ε− = − =  (11) 

The convergence of the three set of grids is judged by the convergence factor 𝑅𝑅𝐺𝐺:   

21

32

= 0.442GR ε
ε

=  (12) 

0 < 𝑅𝑅𝐺𝐺 < 1, the numerical solution exhibits monotonic convergence (Stern et al. 2016) .  

For the numerical solutions with monotonic convergence, the Richard extrapolation method can be 

used to estimate the errors caused by different grid settings. 
*=

GG G REU F δ  (13) 

𝐹𝐹𝐺𝐺 is the safety factor，𝛿𝛿𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝐺𝐺
∗ is the error estimate. 

The degree of accuracy  𝑃𝑃𝐺𝐺  is the obtained using equation 14. 
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Error estimates due to differences between grid setup and encryption 𝛿𝛿𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝐺𝐺
∗ is： 

* 21= =0.175 =2.33%
1G GRE P

G

N D
r
εδ
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 (15) 

The error 𝑈𝑈𝐺𝐺 is estimated based on Richard's extrapolation method, and the correction coefficient 

𝐶𝐶𝐺𝐺 is used instead of the safety factor. The correction coefficient 𝐶𝐶𝐺𝐺 is given as: 

1= 2.153
1

G

G exl

P
G

G P
G

rC
r

−
=

−
 (16) 

|1 − 𝐶𝐶𝐺𝐺|>0.125，and 𝑈𝑈𝐺𝐺is 
*=[2 1 +1]

GG G REU C δ− × =0.539N=7.72%D (17) 

Relative error E=D-S1=6.45%D 
The uncertainty of the error 𝑈𝑈𝑉𝑉is： 

( ) ( )2 22 2= = 0.0772 + 0.042 D=7.91%DV SN GU U U+  (18) 

|𝐸𝐸| < 𝑈𝑈𝑣𝑣, the results of uncertainty show that the total error between experimental results and 

numerical results is less than the uncertainty.   
In grid 1-3, due to grid encryption of necessary encryption areas, the three considered grids, 

normal convergence of numerical results was obtained, although there are differences in the accuracy 
of numerical results.  The comparison of the solution for the fine grid against experimental results is 
6.457%. According to ITTC guidelines, numerical prediction error of high-performance ships 
including planing boats should be controlled within 10%, hence grid 1 generation scheme grants 
adequate accuracy of numerical simulation.  Continue to increase the degree of fine grid refinement 
is can continue to improve the precision of the simulation, but slightly increased with the increase of 
grid number to endless calculation precision on the engineering application and meaningless, after 
contrast and uncertainty analysis, the grid 1 encryption scheme have been able to meet the demand 
of the numerical prediction of normal, continue to encrypt the grid will only reduce the calculation 
efficiency. 

4. Resistance reduction hydrofoil design and performance calculation 

4.1 Hydrodynamic test of bare planing boat model  

The above calculation method was based on a simple conventional planing boat model. Whether this 
method was suitable for the calculation of the hydrodynamic performance of a real planing boat with 
a complex shape still needed further verification. For this reason, this paper took the test model of a 
real planing boat (named USV01) as the research object, and verified the numerical calculation 
method based on the experimental data (Hailong Shen et al.2011). 
 
The dimensions of the test model were as follows: length (Abbreviated as L) 2.75 meters, width 
(Abbreviated as B) 0.78 meters, height (Abbreviated as h) 0.325 meters, design draught (Abbreviated 
as d) 0.132 meters, displacement (Abbreviated as Δ) 125.4 kg, moment of inertia (Abbreviated as J) 
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58.6 kg·m2. The USV01 test model parameters were shown in Table 3. The section lines and 3D 
model of real boat were shown in Fig. 4 (a) and (b).  
 
Table 3. 
Test model parameters of USV01  
 

Main feature Symbol Value Unit 
Scale ratio k 1:4  

Overall length  L 2.75 m 
Beam  B 0.78 m 

Displacement  Δ 125.4 kg 
Draft  d 0.1325 m 

Rotational inertia  J 58.6 kg·m2 
Deadrise angle  β 18 deg 

Longitudinal position of  
the center of gravity X𝑔𝑔 1.048 m 

Initial trim angle τ 0 deg 

    
(a)Section lines of USV01                          (b) Three-dimensional model 

Fig. 4. Model of USV01 
 
The experimental setup for the still water resistance test of USV01 is presented in Fig. 5. A pair of 
navigation rods is set at the front and rear ends of the hull model. The main function of rods is to 
restrict the lateral movement of the USV01 test model. The rods are set such that they do not affect 
the forward, dynamic sinkage, and trim movements. The towing point is located on the wide side and 
aligned with the USV01 test model center of gravity. The towing line is connected to the dynamometer 
via a fixed pulley. Please note that the dynamometer is connected to the carriage platform so that it 
can record the resistance of the hull during navigation. In order to measure the navigation attitude of 
the USV01 test model, the position sensor and gyroscope are installed at the center of gravity of the 
hull, which can accurately measure the trim and sinkage of the hull. Two high-speed cameras arranged 
before and after the model are used to record the flow of water around the hull. 
 
The model tests were conducted in still water condition, in accordance to ITTC recommended 
procedures and guidelines. The minimum time between two consecutive towing processes was set at 
10 minutes to ensure that the water level of the tank remains calm every time. It should be noted that 
the zero level of the sensor was initialized before each operation. 
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1. Carriage platform 2. Guide rob 3. Dynamometer  

4. Cable-extension displacement sensor 5. Gyroscope sensors 6. Guide plate 
Fig. 5. Experimental setup 

The towing speeds ranging from 1m/s to 15m/s were selected in the tests, including the design speed 
and maximum speed of vessel. The towing speed is from 1m / s to 15m / s, and 18 speed points are 
taken, and the Froude number ranges from 0.45 to 6.78. The experimental data are mainly used to 
verify the accuracy of the numerical method. The comparative analysis of experimental and numerical 
results is presented in Section 4.5 

4.2 Hydrofoil design 

4.2.1 Hydrofoil profile and design parameter definition 

The most direct and effective way to reduce resistance is by changing the attitude of the craft to reduce 
the wetted surface area of the vessel when sailing at high speed. However, the position of the center 
of gravity of the gliding boat is hard to change after it is determined. In this paper, a fixed hydrofoil 
is installed at the bottom of the hull. To achieve the purpose of resistance reduction, the fixed hydrofoil 
can provide additional trim moment. This leads to a reduced wetted surface area without changing 
the position of center of gravity. 
 
In this section, the USV01 model was used to research the effect of fixed hydrofoil on resistance. The 
design speed of the USV01 was set at 8 m/s which was the design speed. For comparative analysis, 
when the hydrofoil was installed, the weight and center of gravity of the USV01 model was kept 
constant. The designed hydrofoils consist the main hydrofoil and the support plate. NACA0012 
profile was adopted for both the hydrofoil and support plate. The support plate chord length was 
0.083m. The spacing between the two support plates was defined as b′, which was 0.1m. The fixed 
hydrofoil consisted of two trapezoidal hydrofoil splicing at the root of the hydrofoil. Hydrofoil 
parameters were defined as follows: The chord length of the hydrofoil tip was defined as l′, which 
was 0.092m. The chord length of the root was defined as l, which was 0.138m. The total span length 
was defined as b. Four (4) total span lengths were then investigated; 0.2B, 0.4B, 0.5B, and 0.6B, 
where B was the total width of the planing boat model. The hydrofoil shape and its parameters were 
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as shown in Fig.6(a). 
 
The fixed hydrofoil was installed along the central keel line of the planing boat model. There were 
three variable installation parameters here. For the sake of simplification, they were defined as 
follows: Hydrofoil in the longitudinal position of the hull was defined as c, which was the distance 
from the main hydrofoil geometric center to the stern board. The longitudinal fixed position had three 
values namely c0, c1 and c2. c0 was 0.086 meters, c1 was 1/2L, and c2 was 7/8L, where L was the 
length of the planing boat model. The installation height of the main hydrofoil was defined as h′, 
which was from the boat keel line to the main hydrofoil geometric center. The installation height had 
four values, which were 0.05d, 0.35d, 0.65d, and 0.95d, respectively, where d was the design draught 
of the planing boat model. Main hydrofoil angles of attack were defined as θ, which was the angle 
between the section chord line and the boat keel line. Main hydrofoil angles of attack were also 
defined as follows: When the chord line coincides with the keel line, the angle of attack was zero; the 
angle between the chord line and the keel line was changed by rotating the chord line around the line 
across the Quarter-chord positions of support plates. The angle obtained by counterclockwise rotation 
was positive, while the angle obtained by clockwise rotation was negative. There were five angles of 
attack, which were -2, -1.75, -1, 0 and 1 deg. The installation position of the hydrofoil on the ship and 
related parameter definition were as shown in Fig. 6(b). 

 
（a）Hydrofoil design figure and parameter definition 

 
（b）Hydrofoil installation figure and parameter definition 

Fig. 6. Hydrofoil figure and parameter definition 

4.2.2 Hydrofoils with different parameters 

In order to study the resistance reduction effect of hydrofoil on the planing boat, four hydrofoil 
parameters were selected and combined to form twelve different hydrofoil cases. The four hydrofoil 
parameters were hydrofoil span, hydrofoil attack angle，hydrofoil installation height, and hydrofoil 
longitudinal position. The twelve different hydrofoil cases and the parameters combination are as 
shown in Table 4. 
 
Table 4. 
Hydrofoil parameters and combination cases 

cases Hydrofoil design parameters Hydrofoil installation parameters 
b/m b’/m l/m l’/m h’/m θ/ degree c/m 

case1 0.312 0.1 0.138 0.092 0.086 0 0.086 
case2 0.312 0.1 0.138 0.092 0.086 0 1.375 
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case3 0.312 0.1 0.138 0.092 0.086 0 2.406 
case4 0.156 0.1 0.138 0.092 0.086 0 2.406 
Case5 0.468 0.1 0.138 0.092 0.086 0 2.406 
Case6 0.312 0.1 0.138 0.092 0.007 0 2.406 
Case7 0.312 0.1 0.138 0.092 0.046 0 2.406 
Case8 0.312 0.1 0.138 0.092 0.126 0 2.406 
Case9 0.312 0.1 0.138 0.092 0.086 -2 2.406 
case10 0.312 0.1 0.138 0.092 0.086 -1 2.406 
case11 0.312 0.1 0.138 0.092 0.086 1 2.406 
Case12 0.390 0.1 0.138 0.092 0.086 -1.75 2.406 

 
The twelve hydrofoil cases are illustrated in Fig.7. Among them, case1, case2, and case3 mainly 
studied the influence of changes in the longitudinal installation position of the hydrofoil on the 
resistance of the planing boat. Case3, case4 and case5 were mainly to studied the influence of the 
variation of the hydrofoil span on the resistance of the planing boats. Case3, case6, case7 and case8 
were mainly to compare the influence of the height change of the hydrofoil on the resistance of the 
planing boat. Case3, case9, case10, and case11 were mainly to compare the influence of the variation 
of the angle of attack of the hydrofoil on the resistance of the planing boat. Unlike other cases where 
only one parameter was changed at one time, case12 changed both the span and angle of attack. Case 
12 was also taken as an example to study the resistance reduction effect of hydrofoil under different 
speeds of the planing boat.  
 

 
(a) Case1 

 

(b) Case2 

 

(c) Case3 

 
                        (d) Case3                                       (e) Case4                                    (f) Case5 

    
(g) Case6                                     (h) Case7                                         (i) Case8 
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 (j) case9                                                                     (k) case10  
 

                         
   (l) case11                                                                      (m) case12 

 
Fig. 7.  Eleven types of hydrofoils 

4.3 Computational Domains and Meshing 

In this section, the size of the calculation domain was generated with reference to section 3, as 
illustrated in Fig.2. The grid was generated using the method recommended in section 3. The wall y+ 
value was taken as 250, and the height of the first layer mesh node on the hull was calculated 
according to formula (12). The size of the hull and hydrofoil surface grid were calculated using 
formulas (14) and (15). In order to reduce the computational deviation brought about by the different 
meshes, the bare hull and the hull with different hydrofoils cases adopted the same grid dimension 
and mesh generation strategy. Due to the similarity of grid generation in various cases, Fig. 9 
demonstrates typical surface mesh of the hull and hydrofoil, the domain mesh and local grid. 

 

Fig. 8. The size of the calculation domain  

 
             (a)  Domain grids                                                              (b) Medium profile local grids 
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(c) hull surface grids   

   
  (d)hydrofoil surface grids 

 
(e) Medium profile local grids 

Fig. 9. Calculation grids 

4.4 Calculating operating conditions and boundary conditions 

In this section, the calculation of the planing boat hydrodynamic performance was carried out using 
the method used in section 3. 

4.4.1 Bare planing boat model 

 With reference to the test speed value of the USV01 planing model, the following speeds were 
selected for numerical calculation: 2m/s, 4m/s, 6m/s, 8m/s, 10m/s, 12m/s, 15m/s. The boundary 
conditions were set. The hull surface was set as a non-slip wall boundary. The boundary of the overset 
region which was embedded in the background region was set as an overset mesh boundary. The 
boundary surface where the water flows out in the calculation domain was set as a pressure outlet. 
Only half of the hull symmetrical along the middle longitudinal section was retained in the calculation 
domain and the middle longitudinal section was set as the symmetrical boundary. Both the inflow 
boundary surface and the rest boundary surfaces were set as velocity inlet. The maximum physical 
time was set to 6s.  

4.4.2 Planing boat model with hydrofoils 

In order to shorten the research period of the hydrofoil, under the premise of meeting the resistance 
reduction requirements of the design speed of the planing boat, the design speed (8m/s) of the planing 
boat was chosen to study the resistance reduction effect of the hydrofoil. In order to further study the 
resistance reduction effect of the hydrofoil at different speeds, and compare it with the resistance of 
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the bare planing boat, the following speeds were selected for case12: 2m/s, 4m/s, 6m/s, 8m/s, 10m/s, 
12m/s and 15m/s. The corresponding real-boat speeds were 7.77kn, 15.55kn, 23.33kn, 31.10kn, 
38.87kn, 46.65kn, and 58.32kn, respectively. In the setting of boundary conditions and calculation 
conditions, the only difference between the hull with hydrofoils and the USV01 model was that the 
hull with hydrofoils has no symmetry boundary conditions. This was due to the fact that the 
calculation models of hull with hydrofoils used the whole hull and hydrofoil, and the USV01 model 
used half of the hull calculation model based on the symmetry of the flow field and the hull. 
Furthermore, the other calculation conditions and settings for hull with hydrofoils and the USV01 
model were exactly the same.  

4.5 Results and discussion 

4.5.1 USV01 calculation results 

Table 5 showed the calculated values and experimental values of the resistance, sinkage, and trim 
angle of USV01 at various speeds. Compared with the test value, the calculated deviation of resistance 
was the largest at 15m/s, and the maximum deviation was 3.6%; the deviation of trim angle was the 
largest at 12m/s; the deviation of sinkage was greater after the speed exceeds 6m/s, but the general 
trend was consistent with the experimental value. The above calculation results show that the method 
for calculating the resistance of the planing boat adopted in this paper was suitable and has reliable 
calculation accuracy. Fig.10 showed the comparison of calculated and experimental values for 
resistance, sinkage and trim angle at different speeds. From the figure, it is seen from that the 
numerical results of the resistance and trim angle agree well with the experimental results.  
 
Table 5.  
USV01 calculated and experimental values of Resistance, sinkage and trim angle at different speeds 
 

  Resistance(N) Sinkage(mm) Trim(deg) 
U(m/s) 𝐹𝐹𝑟𝑟∇ EFD CFD Deviation  EFD CFD Deviation  EFD CFD Deviation 

2 0.90  49.29 50.54 2.54% -15.21 -10.42 -31.58% 0.54 0.43 -20.37% 
4 1.81  154.94 152.72 -1.43% 3.35 7.32 121.21% 3.53 3.33 -5.67% 
6 2.71  197.67 192.32 -2.71% 44.21 49.52 11.99% 4.24 4.1 -3.30% 
8 3.62  231.08 232.07 0.43% 57.41 70.92 23.52% 3.4 3.35 -1.47% 
10 4.52  297.33 299.27 0.65% 71.98 76.37 6.12% 2.71 2.5 -7.75% 
12 5.42  391.12 398.33 1.84% 69.67 78.42 12.64% 2.18 1.94 -11.01% 
15 6.78  571.54 593.08 3.77% 69.49 86.81 25.07% 1.74 1.62 -6.90% 

  
(a) Resistance                                                            (b) Sinkage 
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(c) Trim 

Fig. 10. Comparison of the calculated results with the test results(Δ=125.4kg, Xg=1.048m) 
This paper also successfully simulated the wake of the planing boat, but the simulated splash was not 
obvious, as shown in Fig.11. Further analysis showed that there was a clear difference between the 
wake obtained from the numerical simulation and the test wake at 15m/s, indicating that the numerical 
calculation method used in this paper needed further improvement in the simulation of droplets and 
wake. 

 
(a)Simulated wake and spalish                                           (b) Tested wake and spalish 

Fig. 11. Wake and splash of planing boat 

4.5.2 Resistance reduction effect of different hydrofoils at 8 m/s 

4.5.2.1 Effect of hydrofoil longitudinal position on resistance reduction  

The calculated results of the resistance, trim angle and sinkage of the planing boats with the hydrofoils 
which had different longitudinal installation positions were shown in Table 6 and Fig. 12. From Table 
6, the hydrofoils installed near the bow (c=7/8L), stern (c=c0), and midship (c=1/2L) had a significant 
effect on the resistance and sailing state of the boat. When the hydrofoil was installed at the stern, the 
total resistance increased significantly by 12.5% compared to the USV01. This was mainly due to the 
fact that the hydrodynamic lifting force lifted the stern and sank the bow, resulting in a reduction in 
the trim angle and the sinkage at the center of gravity compared to the USV01. When the hydrofoil 
was installed near the bow position, the total resistance decreased by 27.5%, and the resistance 
reduction effect of the hydrofoil was significant. This was mainly due to the fact that the 
hydrodynamic lifting force lifted the bow and sank the stern, which significantly increased trim and 
sinkage at the center of gravity. When the hydrofoil was installed in the middle of the hull, sinkage at 
the center of gravity increased and the trim became smaller than the USV01, leading to a rise in 
reistance by 6.9%. 
 
Table 6.  
Effect of hydrofoil longitudinal position on resistance reduction 
 

Item Longitudinal position (c) Total resistance /N Resistance reduction 
 percentage /% Sinkage/mm Trim/deg 
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USV01 N 229.19 N 70.94 3.35 
Case1 0 257.86 -12.5 65.32 2.82 
Case2 1/2L 244.96 -6.9 73.85 3.05 
Case3 7/8L 166.18 27.49 94.43 3.87 

 

.   
(a) Sinkage                                                          (b) Trim 

 
(c) Resistance 

Fig. 12. Effect of hydrofoil longitudinal position on attitude and resistance 
 

Fig.13 showed the distribution of dynamic pressure on the bottom of the boat. It was obvious that 
with the change of the installation position of the hydrofoil, the position of the maximum dynamic 
pressure at the bottom of the boat had also changed significantly. At c=7/8L, the change in dynamic 
pressure position was the most significant and very beneficial to increase the trim angle. The highest 
resistance reduction effect due to the hydrofoil was realized at this position. 

  
(a) USV01                                  (b) C=c0 
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 (c) C=1/2L                                 (d) C=7/8L 

Fig. 13. Effect of hydrofoil longitudinal position on dynamic pressure distribution of hull 

4.5.2.2 Effect of hydrofoil span on resistance reduction  

The calculated results of the resistance, trim angle and sinkage of the planing boats corresponding to 
the different hydrofoil spans were shown in Table 7 and Fig.14. Table 7 demonstrates that with the 
variation of the hydrofoil span, the resistance value and the sailing attitude of the planing boat were 
significantly changed compared with the USV01. The sinkage at the center of gravity and resistance 
reduction effect of the hydrofoil significantly increased with the increase of the span length. 
Resistance reduction was highest at b=0.6B, and the resistance reduction effect reached 29.74%. After 
installing the hydrofoil, the trim angle did not change much at b=0.2B, and it slightly increased at 
b=0.4B.  
 
In order to gain insight on the influence of the hydrofoil span on the flow around the hull, pressure 
distribution is presented (see Fig. 15). The figure shows the distribution of dynamic pressure on the 
bottom of the hull with different hydrofoil span lengths. At b=0.2B, the dynamic pressure distribution 
at the bottom surface of the hull with hydrofoil was basically the same as that of the USV01, which 
is consistent with minimal changes in the trim angles presented in  Table 7. At b=0.4B and 0.6B, the 
position of the maximum dynamic pressure distribution significantly shifted backwards with the 
increase of the span length, which was favorable for increasing the trim angle of the planing boat. It 
is obvious that the increase in the span length represented an increase in the area of the hydrofoil. 
Therefore, an appropriate increase in the area of the hydrofoil can help to reduce the resistance of the 
planing boats by generating some forward lift. 
 
Table 7.  
Effect of hydrofoil span on resistance reduction 

 

Item span length (b) Total resistance /N Resistance reduction 
 percentage /% Sinkage/mm Trim/deg 

USV01 N 229.19 N 70.94 3.35 
Case4 0.2B 206.49 9.9 79.57 3.34 
Case3 0.4B 166.18 27.49 94.43 3.87 
Case5 0.6B 161.04 29.74 107.93 3.99 

  
(a) Sinkage                                                          (b) Trim 
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(c) Resistance 

Fig. 14. Effect of hydrofoil span on attitude and resistance 
 

 
(a) USV01                                    (b) b=0.2B 

 
(c) b=0.4B                                   (d) b=0.6B 

Fig.15. Effect of hydrofoil span on dynamic pressure distribution of hull 

4.5.2.3 Effect of hydrofoil installation heights on resistance reduction 

The influence of the installation height of the hydrofoil on the resistance and sailing state of the 
planing boat is presented in Table 8 and Fig. 16. It is evident that after the installation of the hydrofoil, 
led to a significant drop in resistance. On the other hand, the trim angle and the sinkage both increased 
in different degrees. When the installation height increased from 0.05d to 0.35d, the percent reduction 
in resistance increased significantly by 11.68%. When the installation height increased from 0.35d to 
0.65d, the percent reduction in resistance increased by only 4.61%. When the installation height 
increased from 0.65d to 0.95d, the percent reduction in resistance only increased by 3.25%. Obviously, 
when the installation height was greater than 0.35d, the resistance reduction gains obtained by 
increasing the height of the hydrofoil installation are expected become smaller and smaller. 
 
Fig. 17 showed the distribution of dynamic pressure on the hull when the boat was fitted with 
hydrofoil at different heights. It is clear that with the increase of the installation height of the hydrofoil, 
the maximum dynamic pressure distribution position on the hull continued to shift backwards, which 
was conducive to increasing the trim angle and improving the sailing state, thereby reducing the total 
resistance. 
Table 8. 
Effect of installation heights on resistance reduction 

Item Installation height( h′) Total resistance /N Resistance reduction 
 percentage /% Sinkage/mm Trim/deg 
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USV01 N 229.19 N 70.94 3.35 
Case6 0.05d 203.62 11.2 79.31 3.58 
Case7 0.35d 176.75 22.88 88.12 3.73 
Case3 0.65d 166.18 27.49 94.43 3.87 
Case8 0.95d 158.73 30.74 100.43 4.02 

  
(a) Sinkage                                                          (b) Trim 

 

  
(c) Resistance 

Fig. 16. Effect of installation heights on attitude and resistance 
 

 
(a) h′=0.05d                                  (b) h′=0.35d 

 
(c) h′=0.65d                                 (d) h′=0.95d 

Fig. 17. Effect of hydrofoil installation heights on dynamic pressure distribution of hull 

4.5.2.4 Effect of hydrofoil attack angle on resistance reduction 
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Table 9 and Fig. 18 presents the calculation results of the influence of the hydrofoil attack angle on 
the resistance and sailing state. In general, boat resistance of the planing boat decreased significantly, 
and the, trim angle and the sinkage both increased in different degrees. When the attack angle 
decreased from 0 degrees to -2 degrees, the percent reduction in resistance also gradually reduced. 
When the attack angle increased from 0 degree to 1 degree, the percent reduction in resistance 
increased by only 2.53%. Obviously, zero angle of attack and positive angle of attack were more 
suitable in reducing the resistance of the planing boat. 
 
Table 9.  
Effect of hydrofoil attack angle on resistance reduction 

Item Hydrofoil attack 
 Angle θ/deg Total resistance /N Resistance reduction 

 percentage /% Sinkage/mm Trim/deg 

USV01 N 229.19 N 70.94 3.35 
Case9 -2 187.38 18.24 84.72 3.68 
Case10 -1 183.45 19.95 89.74 3.78 
Case3 0 166.18 27.49 94.43 3.87 
Case11 1 160.39 30.02 99.56 3.92 

  
(a) Sinkage                                                          (b) Trim 

 
(c) Resistance 

Fig. 18. Effect of hydrofoil attack angle on attitude and resistance 
 
 

 
(a) θ=-2º                                                            (b) θ=-1º 
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   (c) θ=0º                                                                         (d) θ=1º 

Fig. 19. Effect of hydrofoil attack angle on dynamic pressure distribution of hull 
The dynamic pressure distribution on the hull at different foil angles of attack are presented in Fig. 
19. With the increase of the attack angle of the hydrofoil, the maximum dynamic pressure distribution 
position on the surface of the bottom continued to shift backwards. This resulted to an increase in 
trim angle and improved sailing state, thereby reducing the total resistance. Although, a positive 
hydrofoil attack angle has a better resistance reduction effect, the high heave and trim values may 
lead to a concentrated stern load at high speeds. This is evident from Fig.19 (d), where the pressure 
concentration area is closer to the stern, compared with other cases. When the pressure concentration 
area of stern is too concentrated, the dolphin movement is likely to occur at high speed. 

 
Fig. 20. Comparison of the trim curves of Case12 and Case11 at U=12m/s 

To further put this into context, a comparison of trim curves for Case11 and Case12 at U=12m/s is 
presented (see Fig. 20). It is observed that the trim curves for Case12 converges smoothly and tends 
to be stable, while the trim curves for Case11 appears to have irregular vibrations. Although the 
resistance reduction effect of positive hydrofoil attack angle is better at medium speed, a negative 
effect on stability is likely at high speed. This is in agreement with the findings by Bi and Shen (2019). 
In the study, they noted that in the regular waves, the positive hydrofoil angle of attack makes the 
draught of the hull to decrease greatly at high speed. Hence, the vessel has inadequate pitch damping, 
leading to a rapid increase in motion response amplitudes, which could worsen the boat seakeeping. 
In this regard, negative hydrofoil angle of attack angle should be selected. 

4.5.3 Case 12 resistance reduction effect of hydrofoil at different speeds 

From the above results, it was clear that installed hydrofoil at 7/8 boat length can significantly reduce 
the resistance of the planing boats at 8 m/s. Case 12 was selected to further study the resistance 
reduction effect of hydrofoil at different speeds. Fig.21 showed the convergence of resistance for 
USV01 at 6m/s, 8m/s and 10m/s. The calculation results were shown in Table 10 and Fig.21. In order 
to facilitate comparison of the resistance reduction effect of the hydrofoil, Table 10 and Fig.22 also 
gave the calculation results of the resistance and sailing state of USV01. 
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Fig.22 showed that after installing the hydrofoil, case 12 had a significant increase in trim angle and 
sinkage at different speeds compared to USV01. Also note that the increase in trim angle at 6 m/s 
was the most significant. In addition, the resistance of case 12 with hydrofoils was larger than the 
conventional USV01 at low speeds (2m/s and 4m/s) and high speeds (12m/s and 15m/s). This meant 
that it is difficult to achieve a significant reduction in the resistance of the planing boat for all speeds 
by installing the hydrofoils in the proper position. However, by properly designing and installing 
hydrofoils, the resistance of a planing boat at a particular speed or within a range of speeds can be 
significantly reduced. Compared with the USV01, by installing the hydrofoil, the resistance can be 
reduced by 23.07% at 8m/s (corresponding to a speed of 31.1kn of a real ship) and 17.66% at 10m/s 
(corresponding to a speed of a real ship of 38.87kn). When the speed exceeds 12m/s(46.65knots), the 
hydrofoil may have added resistance which becomes significant at 15m/s(58.32 knots). The added 
resistance in this scenario forms 19.09% of the bare boat total resistance. The resistance reduction 
effect of hydrofoil is obvious at medium speeds, and the applicable speed of hydrofoil shall not exceed 
12m/s. 
 
Table 10. 
 Resistance and sailing states at different speeds of USV01 and case12 

  Resistance(N) Sinkage(mm) Trim(deg)  

  U(m/s) 𝐹𝐹𝑟𝑟∇ USV01 case12 Resistance 
 reduction(%) USV01 case12 USV01 case12 

2 0.90 50.54 54.82 -8.47 -10.42 -11.38 0.43 0.24 
4 1.81 152.72 157.95 -3.42 7.37 16.12 3.33 3.62 
6 2.71 192.32 169.31 11.96 49.52 68.78 4.10 4.68 
8 3.62 229.19 176.32 23.07 70.97 86.72 3.35 3.57 
10 4.52 299.27 246.41 17.66 76.32 92.67 2.50 2.81 
12 5.42 398.33 408.98 -2.67 78.49 89.82 1.94 2.09 
15 6.78 593.08 706.30 -19.09 86.88 85.33 1.62 1.57 

 

  
     (a) 6m/s                                                                       (b) 8m/s 
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(c) 10m/s 

Fig. 21. Resistance convergence curve 
 

  
(a) Resistance                                                            (b) Sinkage 

 
(c) Trim 

Fig. 22. Comparing resistance and sailing states at different speeds between USV01 and case12  

4.5.4 The influence of Case 12 hydrofoil on the flow field at different speeds 

In addition to the hydrodynamic performance, the flow field around the vessel is also the key point 
to analyze the hydrofoil action principle, the flow field around USV01 were numerical simulated 
and presented in Fig. 23. 
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(a) U=2m/s                                                       (b) U=6m/s 

  
(c) U=8m/s                                                  (d) U=10m/s 

 
(e) U=12m/s 

Fig. 23. Flow field around USV01 
 

Fig. 23 present the variation tendency of the wake and flow field of USV01 with the increasing speed. 
It can be seen that the distance between the separation point of the wake field and the trailing edge 
increases with the increase of the speed, and the Kelvin angle of the wake flow also decreases with 
the increase of the speed.This indicates that with the increase of speed, the wake flow becomes more 
difficult to separate. Meanwhile, the proportion of shear wave in the wake decreases, while the 
proportion of Kelvin wave increases, and the direction of flow field around the boat body converges 
torwards the stern with increase in speed. 

  
(a) USV01 
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(b) Case12 

Fig. 24.  Comparison of Flow field between USV01 and case12 at U=8m/s 
When U=8m/s, hydrofoils have the most obvious influence on the attitude of a planing boat. From 
Fig.24 case12 and USV01 exhibit similar circumferential flow fields during navigation. This is 
because the the change of attitude (heave and pitch) of the Case12 is not enough to change the 
circumferential flow fields of the vessel obviously.  
Although the circumferential flow field remained unchanged, due to the influence of Case12 on the 
attitude of the vessel, the size of the hole at the stern was pronounced. The position of the separation 
point of the wake field from the trailing edge is directly related to location of the wave crest of the 
first wave in the wake flow. The hole size between the stern and the wave crest changes accordingly. 
The hole length is the longitudinal distance between the stern edge and the first wave crest while the 
hole depth is the vertical distance between the stern edge and the free liquid surface. Table 11 and 
Fig.25 shows the change in hole length and hole depth with speed. The length and depth of the hole 
were made dimensionless using hull length (L) and depth (d) respectively.  
 
Table 11. 
Depth and length in the tail hole 

U(m/s) 𝐹𝐹𝑟𝑟∇ 
Depth in tail hole(m) Length in tail hole(m) 

USV01 Case12 USV01 Case12 
2 0.9 0.0765 0.0755 0.068 0.067 
4 1.81 0.1835 0.181 0.730 0.85 
6 2.71 0.1565 0.155 1.370 1.55 
8 3.62 0.1285 0.127 2.310 2.42 
10 4.52 0.1035 0.098 2.620 2.78 
12 5.42 0.0877 0.085 3.210 3.56 
15 6.78 0.0785 0.074 3.600 3.81 
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(a) Depth in tail hole                                             (b) Length in tail hole 

Fig. 25 The variational tendency of the size of taile hole 
 
Fig. 25 demonstrates that length in tail hole increases with the increase in speed. On the other hand, 
the depth first increases sharply to the maximum at about Fr=2 and then decreases gradually.The 
maximum length is 1.4L occuring at U=15m/s while the maximum depth is 0.57d at U=4m/s. The 
variation tendency of depth in tail hole with speed is consistent with the triman indication that trim is 
the major determinant of the hole depth. Meanwhile,  the increase in speed causes the first ransverse 
wave of the chicken's wake to move sharply backward thus increasing the length in tail hole. 
 
The size of  the tail hole for Case12 becomes longer and shallower compared with USV01. This is 
because the hydrofoil increases the trim angle of the planing hull at all conditions. Consequently, the 
distance between fluid separation point and stern increases slightly making the tail hole slightly longer. 
However, these do not change the tendency of tail hole size with speed. 
 
In order to further analyze the working principle of fixed hydrofoil, the numerical simulation of 
Case12 under the typical operating conditions of U=2m/s (drainage state), 6m/s (transition state), 
8m/s (sliding state) and 12m/s (high-speed condition) were carried out. The tendency of the flow field 
around the hydrofoil was then analyzed. Fig.26 presented gas-liquid two-term diagram of planing 
boat with case12 at different speeds. 

 

   
(a) U=2m/s                                                       (b) U=6m/s 
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(c) U=8m/s                                                           (d) U=10m/s 

 
(e) U=12m/s 

Fig. 26. Gas-liquid two-term diagram of planing boat at different speeds 
 

As observed from Fig. 26, the hydrofoil case12 is 0.65d(0.086m) from the bottom of the bow, the 
hydrofoil guaranteed to stay below the free surface at all speeds, even in the condition that the trim 
angle reach maxium value in U=6m/s. This indicates that the influence of hydrofoils on the hull is 
not affected by the attitude of the planing boat. 

 

 
(a)U=2m/s 
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(b)U=6m/s 

 
(c)U=8m/s 
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(d)U=12m/s 

Fig. 27 The velocity field around the hydrofoil 
 

To get a clear picture on the influence of the hydrofoil on fluid flow, the velocity field around the 
fixed hydrofoil and hull are presented as shown in the Fig. 27.  It is seen that the velocity peak values 
on the suction surface is greater than the pressure surface. The water velocity difference between the 
suction and pressure hydrofoil surface is gradually expanded with the increasing of speed was 
expected. According to Bernoulli principle, the difference in flow rate generates pressure difference 
which acts on the center of gravity of the hull producing a trim moment. This leads to a change in the 
planing boat in the sailing in calm water, trim of stern of vessel is intensified, and the wet area of the 
hull decrease, and finally achieving resistance reduction. At the same time, the design of fixed 
hydrofoil affects the resistance reduction effect. The negative installation angle can increase the flow 
velocity difference around the hydrofiol surafces, A larger surafce. Larger surface area allows the 
hydrofoil to provide more lift under the same pressure difference while the design of the hydrofoil 
away from the main hull can increase the trim moment. Moreover, when the hydrofoil is installed 
away from the bottom of hull, the influence of hydrofoil on the flow field is limited to the vicinity of 
the hydrofoil surface. Because of this, the change trend and continuity of the flow field near the hull 
is negligible, which means that the hydrofoils would pose minimal disturbance to the vessel. 

 
(a) U=6m/s, suction surface                                        (b) U=6m/s, pressure surface 
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(c)U=8m/s, suction surface                                                 (d) U=8m/s, pressure surface 

 
 

 
        (e)U=10m/s, suction surface                                                  (f) U=10m/s, pressure surface 

Fig. 28 The pressure nephograml of surface of hydrofoil 
 

As presented in Fig. 28, the pressure nephograml of surface of hydrofoil indicate that the area where 
pressure is most concentrated on the hydrofoil surface is the front end of the hydrofoil, at the same 
time, the installation strut also causes a small range of stress concentration between the hydrofoil and 
the strut. Due to negative attack angle,  the peak value of pressure at the back of the hydrofoil is 
slightly higher than the pressure at the front. Meanwhile, the peak value of pressure and pressure 
difference on hydrofoil surface increase with the speed of the vessel. But the effect of speed on 
pressure distribution is not obvious. 

5. Conclusions  

This paper studied the numerical prediction method for planing boats in calm water based on CFD 
code STARCCM+. A simple prismatic planing model was predicted by using the numerical 
calculation method obtained in this paper, the resistance error was 0.23%; a real complex planing 
model is predicted, the maximum resistance error was 3.6%. 
 
When the hydrofoil was fixed at a position that the distance from the stern was 7/8 times the length 
of the boat, the hydrofoils designed in this paper all had a significant resistance reduction effect at the 
boat design speed of 8m/s. The maximum reduction of resistance was 30.74% of the total resistance 
of the bare planing boat at design speed of 8m/s.  
 
In the current research results, after installing the hydrofoil, the planing boat had a significant 
resistance reduction effect within the speed range of the real boat speed of 23.33 to 38.87 knots. When 
the speeds were less than 15.55kn or greater than 46.65kn, the hydrofoils would increase the 
resistance of the planing boat. The increase was most significant at 58.32 knots where the added 
resistance rose by about 19.09% of the bare boat total resistance.  
 
The hydrofoil does not significantly change the flow field around the hull, but as the attitude of the 
vessel with hydrofoil changes, the size of the tail hole of vessel becomes longer and shallower 
compared with the bare one. The results show that the pressure difference on the hydrofoil surface is 
caused by the change in the velocity of the flow field, and the effect of speed is obvious. 
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